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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a database named DB1 that contains a temporal table
named Sales.Customers.
You need to create a query that returns the credit limit that
was available to each customer in DB1 at the beginning of 2017.
Which query should you execute?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

A
C
B
D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify the password cracking attempt involving a precomputed
dictionary of plaintext passwords and their corresponding hash
values to crack the password.
A. Dictionary Attack
B. Syllable Attack
C. Bruteforce Attack
D. Rainbow Table Attack
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An operator configures an Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR with a
loopback interface and IPv6 address. The
operator then configures a routing policy to redistribute the
loopback prefix into OSPFv3. What type of LSA
is used to advertise the route to other OSPFv3 routers in the
same area?
A. AS External LSA
B. Inter-Area Prefix LSA
C. None of the statements are correct.
D. Intra-Area Prefix LSA
E. Router LSA
F. Network LSA
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the correct description of IKE?
A. IPSec encrypts or verifies the packet by using the SA
negotiated by IKE.
B. IKE is a protocol carried by UDP and is a signaling protocol
of IPSec.
C. IPSec must use IKE key exchange
D. IKE negotiates an SA for IPSec and hands over the
established parameters and security associations to IPSec.
Answer: A,B,D
Explanation:
Explanation
Note: IPSec key exchange method: one is IKE; the second is
manual configuration.
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